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Introduction {#sec1}
============

The intestinal crypt has become the archetypal model for quantitative understanding of adult stem cell dynamics and regulation. Intestinal crypts are finger-like invaginations of the intestinal mucosa lined by a monolayer of epithelial cells. Genetic lineage-tracing experiments in mice have shown that stem cell self-renewal can be characterized by the dynamics of a single population of equipotent intestinal stem cells located at the crypt base, which divide frequently to produce the specialized cell progeny that occupy the upper portion of the crypt ([@bib1; @bib25]). Quantitative analysis has revealed that the stem cells are in continual neutral competition with each another to retain a privileged position within the crypt base niche; on average, each stem cell division results in loss and replacement of an individual stem cell lineage ([@bib11; @bib16; @bib26]). However, the fruitful transgenic approach cannot be used in humans. Consequently, it has remained uncertain if and how the biology of the human intestinal crypt is mirrored by its murine counterpart.

Crypts themselves also represent a dynamic evolving population. A low level of crypt fission (the bifurcation of a crypt to produce two daughter crypts) is observed in the adult intestine ([@bib2; @bib30; @bib34]), and the healing response following epithelial damage increases the proportion of crypts in fission ([@bib2; @bib3; @bib19; @bib20; @bib30]). Quantitative analysis of genetic lineage-tracing studies in mice revealed the low basal rate of crypt fission in the normal murine colon is increased 30-fold by oncogenic *KRAS* mutation ([@bib27]). Moreover, it is the fission of a transformed crypt, rather than the aberrant growth of cells per se, that drives the initial growth of colorectal adenomas ([@bib22; @bib29; @bib34]). Despite the central importance of crypt fission in the initiation of colon cancer, the evolutionary dynamics of the human intestinal crypt population remain obscure.

Here, we have measured the clonal evolution of stem cell populations within the human colon by using naturally occurring somatic mtDNA mutations to trace clonal lineages; this methodology circumvents the need to externally label cells in order to trace their progeny. Our analysis exploits the stereotypic architecture of the intestinal crypt to resolve the temporal dynamics of clone evolution.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Naturally Occurring Somatic Mutations to Trace Clonal Lineages {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To trace clonal lineages in the human intestine, we performed enzyme-histochemistry for the activity of cytochrome *c* oxidase (CCO). Infrequent stochastic loss of CCO activity (CCO−) is observed in the human intestine and is attributed to an underlying somatic mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutation ([@bib28]). mtDNA sequencing confirms that adjacent CCO− cells in the intestine are clonally derived ([@bib4; @bib7; @bib8; @bib28]). CCO activity was assessed in en face serial sections of colonic mucosa (n = 9 patients; [Table S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Within each specimen there were crypts that contained only CCO-proficient (CCO+) cells, only CCO− cells, and a mixture of CCO− and CCO+ cells ("partially-mutated") ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Deviations in Clone Size along the Crypt Axis Reveal Stem Cell Dynamics {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We reconstructed the cellular composition of partially mutated crypts using serial sections and BiaQIm (<http://www.deconvolve.net/bialith/BAQIFeatures.htm>) image-processing software ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). As previously reported ([@bib4; @bib6; @bib9]), CCO− cells typically formed contiguous ribbons along the length of the crypt that were confirmed as de novo clonal populations ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). In some cases, the width of these ribbons varied considerably along the crypt length ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, 1D, and [Figure S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}; [Movies S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The intestinal crypt acts as a conveyor belt: cells are produced at the crypt base and migrate upward along the crypt axis before being shed into the lumen days later ([@bib35]). Therefore, we reasoned that the "wiggles" in the width of the CCO− ribbon along the crypt axis represented a temporal record of the dynamic evolution of the CCO− stem cell population at the crypt base ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). In other words, the CCO− ribbon records the clonal evolution of functioning stem cells at the crypt base, but we note that there may be many more cells within the crypt that have the potential to function as a stem cell. Specifically, we supposed that symmetric division of a CCO− stem cell that resulted in the replacement of a neighboring CCO+ stem cell with a CCO− stem cell (expansion of the CCO− clone) would increase the ribbon width, whereas replacement of a CCO− stem cell by a CCO+ stem cell (loss) would decrease the ribbon width. To verify this concept in a situation where the ground-truth was known, we analyzed ribbon evolution in an established computational model of the colonic crypt ([@bib31]; see the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}) and verified that the changes in the ribbon width along the crypt axis reflected the temporal dynamics of cell division at the crypt base ([Figures S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A--S1C).

To quantify stem cell dynamics in vivo, we measured the deviation in ribbon width ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) between successive en face serial sections in partially mutated normal crypts (n = 11) from three patients with sporadic colorectal cancer. Deviations were quantified by changes in the proportion of blue to brown staining cells between successive sections (using both manual and automated measurements; [Figures S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}D and S1E) and expressed in terms of cell numbers ([Figure S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"} and [Table S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). The distribution of the deviations was approximately symmetric around zero (skewness = 0.3; KS-test p = 1; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), indicating that the expansions and contractions of the ribbon widths were balanced, and therefore implying that the clonal evolution of the crypt base stem cells constituted a "neutral drift" type process. This also verified CCO deficiency as a neutral marker. Consistent with neutral drift dynamics, we observed CCO− populations located only in the lower portion of the crypt (a CCO− clone), ribbons disconnected from the crypt base (clone extinction), and examples of clone fixation where all cells become CCO− ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}F). Led by analogous studies of intestinal stem cell neutral drift dynamics in transgenic mice ([@bib11; @bib16; @bib26]), we expected that the temporal evolution of the number of functioning stem cells in the CCO− clone would follow a one-dimensional random walk, and consequently that the temporal evolution in CCO− ribbon width along the crypt axis would be described by a simple one-dimensional diffusion process (see the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). We note that this simple model describes the stem cell dynamics with a degree of detail appropriate to our data, and has equivalent scaling behavior to the more complex model previously used to understand cellular dynamics at the crypt base ([@bib24]). In particular, if a CCO− clone has a total of *n*(*t*) functional stem cells at time *t*, the mean-square change in cell number is predicted to vary linearly with time as 〈*n*(*T* + *t*) − *n*(*T*)〉^2^~*T*~ = 2*λt*, where the "diffusion constant," *λ*, defines the functional stem cell loss/replacement rate, and 〈...〉~*T*~ denotes an average over time. Applied to the measured clonal imprint on the crypt, this translates to a mean-square change in ribbon width of:$$\left\langle {w\left( {m + m_{z}} \right) - w\left( m \right)} \right\rangle_{m}^{2} = 2\frac{f^{2}\rho}{v}\lambda m_{z},$$where *ƒ* defines the ratio of the functional stem cell number at the crypt base to the number of cells in a circumferential crypt section, *ρ* = 12 μm is the section thickness, *ν* is the average cell migration rate along the crypt axis, and *m*~*z*~ indexes the z-stack coordinate of the serial sections. The experimental data confirmed the predicted linear relationship for *M*(*m*~*z*~) (Pearson's R = 1; p \< 0.001; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Additional quantitative analysis showed agreement of the distribution of ribbon widths along the crypt axis with the predicted time-dependence ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C, see the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Altogether, these results show that the stem cells in human colon also follow a process of one-dimensional neutral drift dynamics.

From these results, we then sought to estimate the functional stem cell loss/replacement rate. From the analysis of bromodeoxyuridine incorporation data ([@bib21]; see the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"} and [Figure S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A), we could infer an average migration speed of around *ν* ≈ 4 μm/hour in the lower half of the crypt (where most of our histological sections were collected), consistent with previous pulse-chase labeling studies using tritiated thymidine incorporation ([@bib15]). However, to determine the ratio, *ƒ*, we require an estimate of the functional stem cell number, *n*. Previous studies of mouse intestine have determined an average of *n* = 5, far smaller than the number of Lgr5+ crypt base columnar cells ([@bib11]). Here, noting that the functional stem cell loss/replacement rate must be bound by the cell division rate at the crypt base (e.g., we require *λ* ≤ 1 per cell division), which is estimated to be around once per 2--3 days for human colon ([@bib21]), we can deduce a minimum ratio of around *ƒ* = 5. With an average of 23 (95% quantile 6--30) cells per crypt circumference ([Figures S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}B--S2D), a figure similar to that found in mouse colon, this is consistent with a maximum functional stem cell number of around *n* = 6, approximately a factor of two smaller than the average number of cells at the crypt base (mean = 10 cells; 95% quantile 6--15; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Figures S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}E--S2G). Because we expect some of the functional stem cell divisions to result in asymmetric fate outcome, it is likely that this figure represents a small overestimate.

APC Mutations Alter Stem Cell Dynamics {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------

*APC* is the critical tumor suppressor gene in the colon ([@bib12]), and loss of normal *APC* function is suggested to alter stem cell dynamics ([@bib10; @bib32]). To quantify the effect of *APC* mutation on stem cell dynamics in the human colon, we examined the temporal evolution of CCO− clones in partially CCO-deficient but nondysplastic crypts from patients with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), and attenuated-FAP (AFAP). These patients have a germline loss-of-function mutation in the *APC* gene ([@bib17]), and adenoma growth is initiated when the remaining wild-type allele is lost or mutated ([@bib18]). In both nondysplastic FAP and AFAP crypts (*APC*^−/+^, n = 22 crypts from six patients) and dysplastic crypts from adenomas (*APC*^−/−^, n = 10 crypts from two patients), analysis of the balance of expansion versus contraction events in CCO− ribbons ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) indicated the stem cells underwent neutral evolution (*APC*^−/+^ FAP skewness = −0.41 KS-test, p = 0.9; AFAP skewness = 0.76 p = 0.7; *APC*^−/−^ skewness = −0.08, p = 0.3). The linear dependence of the mean-square displacement, *M*(*m*~*z*~), for both *APC*^−/+^ crypts and *APC*^−/−^ adenomatous crypts ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) confirmed neutral drift continued to occur within the stem cell compartment of *APC*-mutant crypts. As with normal crypts, there was good agreement of the distribution of ribbon widths along the crypt axis with the predicted time-dependence ([Figure S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}H). Taking the functional stem cell number to scale in proportion to the number of cells at the crypt base and the circumference of the crypt ([Figures S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}B--S2G); i.e., assuming that the ratio *ƒ* remains fixed, we found that the apparent increase in the speed of clone dispersion around the crypt circumference is approximately accounted for by the measured decrease in the cell migration speed along the crypt axis in both FAP and AFAP patients ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), leading to loss/replacement rates comparable to those of normal tissue. In contrast, the measured increase in the dispersion of the clonal ribbons around the crypt circumference in adenomas is not compensated by the reduction in the migration speed, and translated to an acceleration of the loss/replacement rate by a factor of approximately two. This proportionate increase was consistent with the assessment of the pattern of CpG island methylation at a neutral locus, which showed decreased within-crypt methylation pattern diversity in adenomatous versus AFAP/FAP crypts, in line with an increased stem cell loss/replacement rate in adenomas ([Figures S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A and S3B). Faster stem cell replacement leads to the suppression of methylation pattern diversity, because the methylation pattern borne by the "dominant" clone will be more rapidly propagated, and hence methylation pattern diversity that arises because of de novo methylation changes in different stem cells is suppressed. Furthermore, the increase in the rate of stem cell loss/replacement was in line with previous measurements showing disruption of mitotic spindle orientation in adenomas compared to normal colon ([@bib23]).

Evolutionary Dynamics of Colonic Crypts in Normal and Neoplastic Colon {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We next sought to define the evolutionary dynamics of the crypt population. Wholly mutant CCO− crypts are often found in clonal patches consisting of two or more CCO− crypts ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A), and the mean patch size increases with age ([@bib7]), suggesting that crypt fission occurs at a baseline rate throughout life. To estimate the crypt fission rate, we counted the patch size distribution of CCO− crypts in normal epithelium from resection specimens from 20 patients aged between 42 and 85 years who underwent resection for colorectal cancer (*n*~*crypts*~ = 136,899 crypts assessed; *n*~*CCO−*~ = 5,313). We supposed that patch evolution followed a simple birth process defined by the crypt fission rate *κ* ([@bib27]; see the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}), and fitted the predicted patch size distribution to that observed for each patient using a maximum likelihood approach ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). The estimated crypt fission rate varied significantly between patients with a mean of *κ*~*WT*~ = 0.028 (σ = 0.007), indicating an average crypt cycle length of 36 years ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). This is significantly longer than the previous heuristic estimate of 9--18 years ([@bib30]).

*APC* has been suggested to play a critical role in crypt fission regulation ([@bib33]). To quantitatively assess the impact of *APC* disruption, we counted CCO− patch size distributions in the nondysplastic colons of six patients with either FAP or AFAP (*n*~*crypts*~ = 40,839; *n*~*CCO−*~ = 1,411) and also within dysplastic adenomas in these patients (n = 36 adenomas; *n*~*crypts*~ = 1,174; *n*~*CCO−*~ = 138). In nondysplastic FAP and AFAP colon, the mean estimated crypt fission rate was *κ*~*AFAP*~ = 0.028 (σ = 0.004), and κ~FAP~ = 0.034 (σ = 0.007), which was slightly higher but comparable with normal colon. To estimate the crypt fission rate within adenomas required an independent estimate of adenoma age ([Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"} and [Figure S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}D). By showing that the distribution of adenoma sizes was consistent with boundary-driven expansion, we could infer the median value of the ratio*μ*/*κ*~*adeno*~ = 0.005 (σ = 0.05), where *μ* defined the rate at which adenomatous crypts became CCO-deficient ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). If *μ* is comparable between normal and adenomatous crypts (μ = 0.001 crypt^−1^year^−1^; [Figure S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}E), then this corresponds to an order of magnitude increase in the fission rate within adenomas and is consistent with the previously reported increased numbers of crypts in adenomas ([@bib33; @bib34]). We note that there is a large degree of variability between adenomas in the estimated value of *κ*~*adeno*~, and that we exclusively analyzed very small adenomas that could potentially be growing more slowly than their larger and more advanced counterparts. Correspondingly, assessment of methylation pattern diversity showed lower diversity among clonally related adenomatous crypts as compared to clonally related AFAP/FAP crypts ([Figures S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A and S3C).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Lineage tracing studies using transgenic mouse models have provided significant insight into the dynamics of murine intestinal stem cells, but the significance of these findings for the human intestine has remained in question. Here we have shown that the combination of naturally occurring somatic mutations coupled with the unique anatomy of the intestinal crypt provides a platform from which the evolutionary record of the human intestinal stem cell compartment can be inferred. We have shown that the clonal evolution of human intestinal stem cells is a neutral process that mimics that observed in the murine crypt, and also inferred that human crypts house a similarly small number of functional stem cells to their murine counterparts ([@bib11]), despite the total number of cells being 10-fold greater in human crypts. Loss of normal *APC* function is usually the cause of neoplasia in the colon ([@bib12]); our data from neoplastic crypts imply that the tumor-suppressive mechanism of *APC* is a consequence of its direct role in regulating stem cell dynamics.

We have measured a low basal rate of crypt fission occurring throughout life in the adult human colon; similarly to the murine small bowel ([@bib13]), human colonic crypts typically divide at most once or twice during a lifetime. Loss of *APC* function causes an order-of-magnitude increase in the crypt fission rate and demonstrates a critical role for APC in regulating growth. We note that aberrant crypt fission underpins intestinal neoplasia, and as such, crypts are the units of selection in the intestine. Thus, by measuring the crypt fission rate, we measured a fundamental evolutionary parameter of the human colon, which facilitates quantification of the age and rate of growth of neoplastic lesions.

Finally, we note that our methods represent a general toolkit to quantify in vivo human stem cell dynamics in any tissue with a stereotypic architecture centered around a stem cell niche. Consequently, our methodology is directly applicable for understanding the origins and evolution of epithelial disease such as Barrett\'s esophagus and intestinal metaplasia in the stomach.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Normal colon tissue samples were collected at University College Hospital, London, under multicenter ethical approval (07/Q1604/17 and 11/LO/1613). FAP tissue was collected at the Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam, in accordance with national ethics guidelines on tissue procurement (local protocol 12-543). Tissue preparation and assessment of CCO activity and mtDNA sequencing ([@bib28]), construction of crypt maps ([@bib4]), and analysis of methylation patterns ([@bib6]) was performed as previously described. Assessment of the number of cells at the crypt base was performed on 3 μm hematoxylin-and-eosin stained sections, and Ki67 expression assessed on serial sections with the Novocastra rabbit polyclonal antibody (dilution 1:400).

Details of computational and mathematical analyses are provided in the supplemental materials. Briefly, computational analysis of the crypt was performed in the CHASTE simulation framework ([@bib5; @bib31]), and mathematical analysis was based on a refinement of the previously described model of neutral drift processes in intestinal crypts ([@bib16; @bib26]).

Supplemental Information {#app2}
========================

Document S1. Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Figures S1--S3, and Table S1Movie S1. Variation in CCO− Ribbon Width along the Crypt Axis for Crypt 1Serial sections along crypt axis ("z stack") stained for CCO activity from two crypts. Variation in the proportion of crypt circumference occupied by CCO− cells is apparent.Movie S2. Variation in CCO− Ribbon Width along the Crypt Axis for Crypt 2Document S2. Article plus Supplemental Information
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![Measurement of CCO-Deficient Clone Size and Migration\
(A) Schematic diagram showing compilation of a "crypt map" by the BiaQIm software. Aligned serial sections are processed by the software to describe the position of CCO-deficient cells in the crypt (adapted from [@bib4]). Displayed crypt is a nonadenomatous crypt from an AFAP patient.\
(B) Laser capture microdissection followed by sequencing of mtDNA in a partially CCO-deficient crypt. In this example, the CCO-deficient clone (blue staining) contains an insertion of a cytosine residue (nt9537insC), causing a frameshift in the gene encoding CCO subunit III. Displayed crypt is a nonadenomatous crypt from a patient with FAP. Scale bar represents 50 μm.\
(C) Schematic diagram showing the expansion and contraction of a CCO-deficient population as it migrates from the crypt base. "Wiggles" of the CCO-deficient clone size are quantified by difference in the CCO− area between adjacent serial sections.\
(D) Representative examples of crypt maps. The left column represents en face images of the crypts of interest, the middle column the resulting crypt maps, and the right represents the color-processed maps (blue, CCO− cells; black, CCO+ cells). White lines represent missing sections. The graph displays the change in the number of CCO− cells between adjacent sections. Examples of newly emerging clones (crypt "c") and clones that were putatively in the process of becoming extinct (crypts "a" and "b") were observed.](gr1){#fig1}

![Assessment of Crypt Base Cell Number and Proliferative Fraction\
(A) Smoothed density plot showing change in the relative clone size between sequential sections ("wiggle"). The symmetry around zero indicates that clonal contraction is balanced by equally frequent clonal expansion. The flatter and broader distribution in FAP, AFAP, and adenomatous crypts as compared to normal indicates more frequent, larger fluctuations in clone size.\
(B) Mean squared difference in CCO− ribbon width as a function of distance along the crypt axis. Normal, FAP, AFAP, and adenomatous crypts all showed the linear relationship predicted by a one-dimensional neutral drift dynamics. Error bars denote SE.\
(C) Distributions of the change in CCO− ribbon width as a function of displacement along the crypt axis in the normal colon. The measured distribution of changes in ribbon width (points) and the distributions predicted by the mathematical model (see the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}) parameterized with the fitted value of the diffusion coefficient (lines) show good agreement. Columns represent the displacement measured in sections along on the crypt axis (*Δm*~*z*~).](gr2){#fig2}

![Analysis of CCO-Deficient Patch Size\
(A) Representative images of CCO enzyme histochemistry in normal (patient age = 64 years), FAP nonadenomatous (67 years), and FAP adenomatous (67 years) colonic tissue. The majority of adjacent CCO− crypts ("patches") are clonally derived. Scale bar represents 500 μm.\
(B) Distribution of CCO− patch sizes (points) with the maximum-likelihood fit of the crypt fission model with crypt fission rate *κ* (lines) in a normal patient, and in patients with FAP or AFAP. The fitting procedure is detailed in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}.\
(C) Histogram of estimated crypt fission rates (*κ* divisions/year) for wild-type. The mean fission rate was *κ*~*WT*~ = 0.028 divisions/crypt/year showing a significant variation in rate between patients.\
(D) Distribution of the ratio of CCO− induction to the crypt fission rate (*μ/κ*~*adeno*~) as estimated for adenomatous crypts. A broad range of values was observed.](gr3){#fig3}

###### 

Measured Diffusion Coefficients and Crypt Physiology Parameters

  APC Status      *D* Measured Diffusion Coefficient (95% SE)   Mean Number of Cells at Crypt Base (95% Quantile)   Average Percent Cells Ki67+ at Crypt Base (95% Quantile)   Mean Cells in Crypt Circumference (95% Quantile)   *v* Average Velocity of Cell Migration in Lower Half of Crypt (μm/hr); Reference
  --------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  WT              1.000 (±0.014)                                10 (6--15)                                          9 (0--25)                                                  23 (16--30)                                        4; [@bib15]
  APC^−/+^ AFAP   3.86 (±0.11)                                  10 (6--13)                                          10 (0--23)                                                 31 (24--41)                                        1 (estimated)
  APC^−/+^ FAP    2.20 (±0.04)                                  11 (8--14)                                          13 (0--36)                                                 34 (27--44)                                        1; [@bib14]
  APC^−/−^        7.47 (±0.19)                                  16 (8--26)                                          27 (16--49)                                                49 (30--98)                                        1 (estimated)

[^1]: Co-senior author
